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The police involuntarily committed a confused and disoriented citizen to a hospital which 

did not honor his request for kosher meals on Shabbat during Passover. The citizen now pro se 

sues the hospital for violating his First and Second Amendments by depriving him of his free 

exercise of religion and right to bear arms and for negligence and intentional infliction of 

emotional distress. The citizen also alleges the hospital is liable for its employees' violations of 

his First, Second, Fourth, and Fourteenth Amendments under Monell. 

The hospital moves to dismiss his First and Second Amendment, supervisory liability and 

state law claims against it. The hospital is not the party under § 1983 allegedly violating the 

citizen's First and Second Amendment claims. The citizen's pro se complaint does not come 

close to pleading the hospital is a state actor with supervisory civil rights liability. Absent a 

timely certificate of merit, there is no basis for corporate or medical negligence claims. In the 

accompanying Order, we grant the Hospital's motion as to the citizen's First and Second 

Amendment, supervisory liability and negligence claims with leave to amend if possible but 

deny the Hospital's motion as to the intentional infliction of emotional distress claim. 
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I. Plead facts 

Raymond Davenport alleges he began expenencmg "disorientation of thoughts and 

confusion" on April 3, 2015. He continued to work and practice his Jewish religion.1 Over the 

next six days, Mr. Davenport became "increasingly sensitive to humanitarian issues in the world 

and maintained a positive and peaceful demeanor."2 On April 9, 2015, Mr. Davenport's 

physician deemed him "not a harm to himself or others. "3 

The next morning, Mr. Davenport drove his car to the grocery store to purchase food for 

Shabbat.4 While grocery shopping, Mr. Davenport became "increasingly confused and did not 

properly use the self-checkout machine in the store."5 Mr. Davenport then left the grocery store 

but could not locate his vehicle in the parking lot.6 A store employee approached Mr. Davenport 

in the parking lot and asked him to return to the grocery store. 7 

The grocery store called North Coventry Township Police regarding possible theft 

because of Mr. Davenport's "incorrect checkout procedure and subsequent walk out to the 

parking lot."8 Mr. Davenport attempted to pay for the groceries "to make it right."9 The police 

officers found Mr. Davenport to be severely confused but he did not intend to commit theft based 

on his confusion and subsequent cooperation.10 The grocery store declined to pursue theft 

charges against Mr. Davenport due to his confusion. 11 

For an unknown reason, at approximately 12:30 P.M., the Police placed Mr. Davenport 

into custody. 12 They handcuffed Mr. Davenport and then searched him.13 The officers then 

drove him to the police station and kept him handcuffed in the holding area.14 The Police 

requested Ebony Willis from Valley Creek Crisis evaluate Mr. Davenport's mental state. 15 She 

evaluated him while he remained handcuffed in the Police's holding area.16 
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After Ms. Willis evaluated him, the Police told Mr. Davenport to sign a "201 for 

voluntary treatment or be faced with criminal charges and incarceration."17 They also told Mr. 

Davenport "life would be more difficult" if he refused to sign the "201."18 Mr. Davenport signed 

the "201."19 

Officer Hipple then drove Mr. Davenport to Pottstown Memorial Hospital for drug and 

alcohol screening and medical clearance.20 Officer Hipple gave Mr. Davenport's signed 201 

paperwork to a Hospital crisis worker named Lauren.21 Mr. Davenport does not know what 

other instructions or information Officer Hipple provided Lauren and the Hospital.22 Lauren 

communicated with the Police and Ms. Willis during Mr. Davenport's time at the Hospital.23 

Mr. Davenport then "signed himself in to [the Hospital] with disoriented thoughts, 

confusion, and reduced physical awareness under threats of incarceration and criminal 

prosecution if he did not sign himself in at" the Hospital.24 When the Hospital admitted Mr. 

Davenport, it assessed him as "confused and disoriented, but not a harm to himself or others."25 

During his evaluation, Mr. Davenport explained he kept kosher for Passover and required 

kosher food. 26 The Hospital noted his mention of religious dietary restrictions but interpreted 

Mr. Davenport to be on a "fasting strike" and described his mention of Passover as "rambl[ing] a 

little bit about Passover."27 Mr. Davenport alleges Hospital employee Mr. Coyne is responsible 

for the medical records describing Mr. Davenport's supposed fasting strike.28 

When admitting Mr. Davenport, the Hospital erroneously combined his medical records 

with another patient's medical records and included the other patient's history of self-mutilation, 

suicide attempts, and suicidal statements. 29 The Hospital staff placed Mr. Davenport in a room 

without furniture and left him without supervision for over an hour in the emergency room 

area. 30 During this hour or so, Mr. Davenport grew even more confused and disoriented and his 
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condition deteriorated from the sight and sounds of others' trauma.31 Sometime later, while still 

admitted at the Hospital, Mr. Davenport "fell to the floor and became unresponsive and 

unconscious for an extended period of time."32 The Hospital staff attempted to revive Mr. 

Davenport by "scraping the sternum and trapezius muscle pinching which caused intense pain" 

and long-scarring to his sternum. 33 His fall caused his "condition immediately and significantly 

worsened" changing his mental state and behavior.34 Because of his fall, Mr. Davenport also 

needed extended treatment at other facilities and suffered "extreme long-term pain and 

suffering. "35 

At some point during Mr. Davenport's day, Hospital employee Jose Ortiz contacted the 

North Coventry Police because Ms. Willis, the crisis center worker, signed the paperwork in the 

incorrect place.36 Mr. Ortiz spoke with Police officer Jesse Smith who is a K-9 Drug 

Specialist.37 Officer Smith told Mr. Ortiz if Mr. Davenport refused to sign another 201 then 

Officer Smith "would incarcerate [Mr. Davenport] and complete a criminal complaint."38 "The 

police report states [the Hospital] attempted to get new 201 forms signed" from Mr. Davenport 

for the Police. 39 

Officer Smith arrived at the Hospital at approximately 11 P .M. on April 10th to evaluate 

Mr. Davenport and "determine if behavior of [Mr. Davenport] had changed from earlier in the 

day" and work with Mr. Ortiz to force Mr. Davenport to sign a new 201.40 Mr. Davenport alleges 

the Hospital pressured him to sign the paperwork on Shabbat in disregard, intolerance and 

deprivation of his First Amendment freedom of religion rights.41 Upon arrival at the Hospital, 

Officer Smith described himself as "frustrated" stating Mr. Davenport "is on drugs" and "should 

be locked up."42 Officer Smith also stated Mr. Davenport '"was full of drugs' or 'definitely on 
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drugs. "'43 Mr. Davenport had no drugs or alcohol in his system according to the Hospital's lab 

blood tests.44 

Officer Smith then went to Mr. Davenport's hospital room while Mr. Davenport was in a 

period of "forced and short moment of consciousness."45 Mr. Davenport was in pain and 

disoriented and asked someone to close the door to his room to reduce the stressful 

environment.46 No one would shut the door so Mr. Davenport got out of bed and attempted to 

shut the door.47 When he began walking, Officer Smith grabbed Mr. Davenport "by the arm then 

proceeded to do a "left arm bar" driving [him] into the wall and handcuffed [him] behind his 

back."48 Officer Smith also grabbed Mr. Davenport by the throat area when pinning him against 

the wall and asked "2 questions regarding harm to self or others" and Mr. Davenport responded 

no to both questions.49 Officer Smith then rephrased his first question to ask if Mr. Davenport 

was suicidal "at which point Office[r] Smith claims [Mr. Davenport] responded 'yes.' " 50 Mr. 

Davenport's "alleged 'yes' is in response to the significant trauma, stress, assault, and battery 

experienced over the past few hours."51 Officer Smith then called hospital security and together 

they applied additional restraints to Mr. Davenport to secure him in the hospital bed. 52 

Officer Smith used Mr. Davenport's "yes" to the suicide question to complete a 302 

involuntary commitment form. 53 The 302 involuntary commitment form overrode Mr. 

Davenport's 201 voluntary commitment paperwork. Mr. Ortiz stated he would do the contact 

work for Mr. Davenport's 302 involuntary commitment and "further processing to have the 302 

petition by Officer Smith approved." 

Feeling under "significant scrutiny" and not wanting to support the fasting strike claim, 

Mr. Davenport ate the oatmeal, not Kosher for Passover, the Hospital served to him on April 

1lth.54 
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II. Analysis 

Mr. Davenport pro se sued the Hospital, among other yet-unserved defendants, alleging § 

1983 civil rights liability for violating his First Amendment rights, Second Amendment rights, 

and Monell municipal liability based on failure to train/supervise. Mr. Davenport alleges state 

law claims of negligent medical treatment and care, corporate negligence, and intentional 

infliction of emotional distress. While he pleads separate claims against the Police, the only 

plead civil rights claims against the Hospital arise under the First Amendment because of failing 

to serve him Kosher on Shabbat during Passover, under the Second Amendment for completely 

undisclosed reasons and under Monell for a failure to train/supervise its employees. The 

Hospital moves to dismiss. 55 While pro se pleadings, "must be held to less stringent standards 

than formal pleadings drafted by lawyers," they must "still allege sufficient facts in their 

complaints to support a claim. " 56 

A. Mr. Davenport's § 1983 claims against the Hospital. 

Mr. Davenport claims the Hospital deprived him of his civil rights under the First 

Amendment by failing to serve Kosher on Shabbat during Passover despite his request and also 

an undefined claim under the Second Amendment. He fails to plead the Hospital is the actor 

causing harm under § 1983 for these two constitutional claims. The Hospital is not the entity 

engaging in this conduct. Instead, Mr. Davenport identifies Hospital employees. As the 

Hospital did not cause harm, it cannot be liable under § 1983 unless, as addressed below, Mr. 

Davenport can show the Hospital is a state actor with supervisory failings. 

To successfully plead a "basic cause of action" in a § 1983 claim, Mr. Davenport must 

allege facts showing "(1) ... the conduct complained of was committed by a person acting under 
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color of state law; and (2) . . . the conduct deprived the plaintiff of rights, privileges, or 

immunities secured by the Constitution or laws of the United States."57 

Only the actor who "played an 'affirmative part' in the alleged misconduct, either 

through personal direction of or actual knowledge and acquiescence in the deprivation" commits 

the violation under§ 1983.58 We cannot find liability against an entity, deemed acting under the 

color of state law, "premised on a theory ofrespondeat superior."59 

Mr. Davenport cannot state a § 1983 violation of his First and Second Amendment rights 

because the Hospital is not the actor who violated Mr. Davenport's rights; if anyone, its 

employees are the alleged actors. Mr. Davenport can only assert those claims directly against the 

Hospital employees who allegedly violated his First and Second Amendment rights while acting 

under color of state law. 

B. Mr. Davenport does not state a Monell claim. 

Alternatively, Mr. Davenport claims the Hospital is liable for failure to train, failure to 

supervise, establish a system to identify or report improper conduct, and adequately sanction and 

discipline its employees. He alleges the Hospital deprived him of his constitutional rights under 

the First, Second, Fourth, and Fourteenth Amendments. He also attributes actions of the Police 

Officers Hipple and Smith to the Hospital. 

Even if not the actor directly causing a constitutional claim, a municipality may be liable 

under § 1983 when its policy or custom causes the constitutional violation. 60 Section 1983 and 

Monell claims may be brought against private entities when they are acting under color of state 

law.61 

We apply a two-part test to determine whether a private actor can be subject to 

constitutional constraints: first, we ask "whether the claimed constitutional deprivation resulted 
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from the exercise of a right or privilege having its source in state authority."62 Second, we 

inquire "whether the private party charged with the deprivation could be described in all fairness 

as a state actor."63 

Our court of appeals cautions no "'simple line' between state and private actors" exists.64 

"[T]he principal question at stake is whether there is such a close nexus between the State and 

the challenged action that seemingly private behavior may be fairly treated as that of the State 

itself."65 We use "three broad tests" to determine whether state action exists: (1) whether the 

private entity exercised powers traditionally within the "exclusive" prerogative of the state; (2) 

whether the private party acted with the help of or in concert with state officials; and (3) whether 

the state sufficiently insinuated itself into a position of interdependence with the acting party 

rendering it a joint participant in the alleged misconduct, also known as the symbiotic 

relationship test. 66 Our "inquiry is fact-specific. "'67 We "remain focused on the heart of the 

state action inquiry" ... "to discern if the defendant exercised power possessed by virtue of state 

law and made possible only because the wrongdoer is clothed with the authority of state law."68 

"Unlike the symbiotic relationship test, which looks at the overall relationship among the 

parties, the close nexus approach attempts to determine whether the state can be deemed 

responsible for the specific conduct of which the plaintiff complains."69 The existence of a 

"close nexus" depends on whether the state "exercised coercive power or has provided such 

significant encouragement, either overt or covert" to the private actor to allow the private actor's 

choice to be "deemed ... that of the State."70 "Action taken by private entities with the mere 

approval or acquiescence of the State is not state action."71 

A district court in the Middle District found a hospital did not act under the color of state 

law when it admitted an involuntarily committed patient brought in under police authority.72 In 
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Janicsko v. Pellman, police transported Mrs. Janicsko to the hospital where a physician 

examined her and concluded she should be involuntarily committed under § 302 of the 

emergency procedures of Pennsylvania's Mental Health Procedures Act (the "Act"). 73 Section 

303 of the Act required a hearing be held to extend her commitment, which the hospital did and 

determined she should be released and discharged her.74 Mrs. Janicsko alleged the hospital and 

its employees violated her Fourth, Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment rights under§ 1983.75 Mrs. 

Janicsko alleged § 302(b) of the Mental Health Procedures Act established the necessary nexus 

between the actions of the doctors and the Holy Spirit Hospital and the state. 76 The hospital 

moved for summary judgment arguing it did not act under color of state law. 

The district court examined Blum v. Yaretsky to determine whether the hospital's activity 

can be attributed to the state under the close nexus test or the public function test. 77 The court 

then "follow[ed] the lead of [the] Supreme Court in Blum and Rendell-Baker," to "examine the 

language of the relevant sections to determine if it replaces private physician or facility 

discretion with state mandated standards and to determine whether the state compels or 

encourages a facility's or physician's actions with regard to involuntary commitment."78 

The court compared the Pennsylvania statute to an Illinois statute in a factually similar 

court of appeals case, Spencer v. Lee. 79 In Spencer, the court of appeals held a private hospital's 

involuntary commitment of individuals is "not the type of action which was exclusively in the 

province of the state. ,,so The co mi then reviewed the Illinois statute and found it did not compel 

or encourage hospitals to private commit individuals because it only stated a hospital may admit 

individuals. The court found the hospital was not a state actor and dismissed the § 1983 

claims.s1 The court did note the plaintiffs allegation the local police were involved with one of 
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his commitments gave them "some pause," but plaintiff did not name police as defendants and 

did plaintiff not allege the hospital "conspired" with the police to commit him.82 

In .Janicscko, the court agreed with the court of appeals in Spencer holding the 

involuntary commitment of individuals is not a traditional public function. The court then 

compared the Pennsylvania statute to the Illinois statute and found the Pennsylvania statute had a 

higher degree of coercion and less discretion for hospitals to admit individuals because it states a 

hospital shall examine the individual and, in some cases, shall begin treatment immediately. 83 

Despite this language, the court "[could not] hold that the standards set by the [Act] rise to the 

level of coercion."84 The court could not say "the involuntary commitment of the mentally ill by 

private physicians and hospitals is, under the [Act], a function compelled by or sufficiently 

connected to state directives to attribute those actions to the state."85 Our court of appeals 

affirmed the district court without an opinion and in Benn v. Universal Health Systems, Inc. cited 

to .Janicsko approvingly in holding the Act's standards do not "rise to the level of coercion" for 

hospitals to be state actors. 86 

Mr. Davenport alleges the Hospital failed to train/supervise its employees causing 

violations of his First, Second, Fourth, and Fourteenth Amendment rights. Mr. Davenport 

alleges the Police brought him to the Hospital under his coerced voluntary commitment which 

later became an involuntary commitment, as in .Janiscko, where the police forcibly removed the 

Mrs. Janicsko from her car and brought her to the hospital for involuntary commitment.87 Also 

as in .Janiscko, Mr. Davenport also alleges the Hospital confined him and treated him under the 

Act. Mr. Davenport does not allege the Hospital acted under color of state law when it allegedly 

failed to train/supervise its employees because the Act does not coerce the Hospital to train or 
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supervise its employees. Mr. Davenport fails to state a Monell claim against the Hospital 

because we have no facts showing the Hospital is a state actor. 

Even if he could show the Hospital is a state actor, his Monell claim still fails. To plead a 

Monell claim, Mr. Davenport must allege he: "(l) possessed a constitutional right of which he 

was deprived; (2) the municipality had a policy [or custom]; (3) the policy [or custom] 

'amounted to deliberate indifference' to his constitutional right; and (4) the policy [or custom] 

was the 'moving force' behind the constitutional violation."88 

Liability for failure to train subordinate officers lies only where a constitutional violation 

results from "deliberate indifference to the constitutional rights of [the municipality's] 

inhabitants. " 89 "A single incident of unconstitutional activity is not sufficient to impose liability 

under Monell, unless proof of the incident includes proof that it was caused by an existing, 

unconstitutional municipal policy, which policy can be attributed to a municipal policymaker."90 

Mr. Davenport alleges a failure to train and supervise because the Hospital's failure to 

adequately hire, train, supervise or otherwise direct its employees about the rights of citizens, its 

failure to establish a system to investigate, identify or report employee misconduct, and its 

failure to sanction or discipline its employees or Officer Smith caused actions leading to Mr. 

Davenport's injuries and damages. To succeed on a failure to train claim, Mr. Davenport must 

plead the Hospital, the policymaker, made a "deliberate" or "conscious" decision to not train or 

supervise.91 "A pattern of similar constitutional violations by untrained employees is 'ordinarily 

necessary' to demonstrate deliberate indifference for ... failure to train."92 

Alternatively, Mr. Davenport may prove deliberate indifference by showing: "(1) municipal 

policymakers know that employees will confront a particular situation; (2) the situation involves a 

difficult choice or a history of employees mishandling; and (3) the wrong choice by an employee will 

frequently cause deprivation of constitutional rights."93 
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Mr. Davenport failed to plead facts demonstrating the Hospital supervisors had 

contemporaneous knowledge of constitutional violations or facts to indicate a pattern of similar 

violations. He does not satisfy the pleading standard because he does not plead the Hospital's 

"policy [or custom] 'amounted to deliberate indifference"' by demonstrating a pattern of 

violations beyond the violation of his constitutional rights.94 He also fails to plead Hospital 

employees acted under a policy which "was the 'moving force' behind the constitutional 

violations."95 We grant the Hospital's motion to dismiss Mr. Davenport's Monell claim. 

C. Mr. Davenport's medical negligence claim and corporate negligence claims 
fail because he did not timely file a certificate of merit. 

Mr. Davenport alleges failure to manage his confusion and disorientation, failure to 

sufficiently supervise or monitor him, failure to maintain proper medical records, and other 

allegations for negligence against the Hospital employees Dr. Franz, Nurse Andrews and other 

staff providing care to him. He alleges the Hospital failed to retain and select competent nursing 

staff, use reasonable care in maintaining facilities and equipment used for patient care, failed to 

formulate, adopt, and enforce adequate rules and policies for nursing and medical care to ensure 

fall prevention care, and other allegations for corporate negligence. Mr. Davenport's claims 

require a certificate of merit under Pennsylvania law. 96 

Mr. Davenport sued on April 10, 2017. The law requires he file a certificate of merit 

within sixty (60) days of filing his complaint. A certificate of merit is required in cases "based 

upon an allegation that a licensed professional deviated from an acceptable professional 

standard."97 The Pennsylvania Supreme Court adopted the certificate of merit requirement in 

2003 as "an orderly procedure that would serve to identify and weed non-meritorious 

malpractice claims from the judicial system efficiently and promptly."98 
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Mr. Davenport's claims relate to medical negligence and require a certificate of merit.99 

Mr. Davenport did not file a certificate of merit within 60 days of his first complaint. 100 Mr. 

Davenport's amended complaint does not restart the 60 day time period.101 

Mr. Davenport failed to timely file the required certificate of merit and failed to provide 

reasons why he failed to comply with the certificate of merit requirement. Equitable 

considerations may excuse noncompliance.102 In Womer, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court 

directed courts to give a noncompliant party the opportunity to present a reasonable explanation 

or legitimate excuse for his noncompliance.103 Mr. Davenport presents no reasonable 

explanation or legitimate excuse for his noncompliance with the requirement sufficient for us to 

find equitable considerations excuse his noncompliance. Mr. Davenport may seek reinstatement 

of his medical and corporate negligence claims by presenting further evidence sufficient to 

establish a reasonable explanation or legitimate excuse for his noncompliance with the certificate 

of merit requirement. We caution Womer "dictates a very strict interpretation of the [certificate 

of merit] Rule and sets a high bar for establishing a reasonable excuse" for failing to timely 

comply with the [certificate of merit] requirement.104 

D. Mr. Davenport states a claim for intentional infliction of emotional distress. 

To plead an intentional infliction of emotional distress claim under Pennsylvania law, Mr. 

Davenport must allege the Hospital's conduct (1) was intentional or reckless; (2) was extreme 

and outrageous; (3) actually caused the distress; and (4) caused distress that was severe.105 "In 

Pennsylvania, '[l]iability on an intentional infliction of emotional distress claim has been found 

only where the conduct has been so outrageous in character, and so extreme in degree, as to go 

beyond all possible bounds of decency, and to be regarded as atrocious, and utterly intolerable in 

a civilized community. "' 106 
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Under Pennsylvania law, we determine whether the Hospital's conduct can be reasonably 

regarded as so extreme and outrageous to permit recovery.107 To maintain his claim for 

intentional infliction of emotional distress, Mr. Davenport must allege that he suffered "severe" 

emotional distress resulting from the Hospital's conduct.108 "Fright, horror, grief, shame, 

humiliation, embarrassment, anger, chagrin, disappointment, worry and nausea" all indicate 

"severe" emotional distress.109 His allegations of physical injury must accompany alleged 

emotional distress.110 In Lane, the party alleged she "continue[ d] to suffer 'fear, anxiety, stress, 

anger, headaches, nightmares, humiliation, embarrassment, emotional distress [and] mental 

anguish"' which the court found sufficient to raise an inference of severe emotional distress. " 111 

Accepting all of Mr. Davenport's fact allegations as true and construing his amended 

complaint in the light most favorable to him, he states an intentional infliction of emotional 

distress claim. Mr. Davenport describes conduct as "extreme, and outrageous" and "designed to 

cause physical harm, grief, shame, humiliation, embarrassment, anger." He alleges the 

"intentional inflictions" caused him "further disorientation and confusion." He claims he 

required therapy from a psychologist to process and heal from the damages inflicted upon him 

and suffered "physical injury and pain." Mr. Davenport sufficiently pleads physical harm or 

injury for necessary infliction of emotional distress. We deny the Hospital's motion to dismiss 

this claim. 

III. Conclusion 

We grant in part and deny in part the Hospital's motion to dismiss Mr. Davenport's 

amended complaint against it, and grant Mr. Davenport leave to amend his Complaint only if he 

can do so in good faith. 112 We grant the Hospital's motion to dismiss Mr. Davenport's First and 

Second Amendment claims because Mr. Davenport fails to plead facts showing the Hospital 
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engaged in the alleged conduct necessary for direct liability under §1983. We dismiss Mr. 

Davenport's Monell claim because he did not plead facts demonstrating the Hospital acted under 

color of state law, and even if he had, he did not plead supervisors had contemporaneous knowledge 

of constitutional violations or facts to indicate a pattern of similar violations. We dismiss Mr. 

Davenport's medical and corporate negligence claims because he failed to timely file a required 

certificate of merit. Given his pro se status, we provide Mr. Davenport with leave to amend if he can 

do so in good faith. We do not dismiss Mr. Davenport's claim for intentional infliction of 

emotional distress against the Hospital. 
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